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The Delta Wing Pusher Revisited By George Morrill, EAA 16634 Box 2545, Brown University, Providence, R.I. 02912



T of Certain Delta Wing Pushers During Take-Off" by HE ARTICLE ENTITLED "A Discussion of the Physics



Teruo Fujii, SPORT AVIATION,



March 1967, contains enough fundamental errors, omissions and dangerous suggestions to warrant the rebuttal and clarification which is the intent of this paper. The most obvious error is in the force analysis (or lack of it) which underlies the discussion. Mr. Fujii correctly states that the rearward location of the engine is accompanied by a more rearward location of the main landing gear. He then infers, incorrectly, that this unique configuration causes the thrust of the propeller to develop a moment about the main landing gear axle. In fact, propeller thrust (or drag) will cause a moment about the main gear axle of any airplane if it does not act on a line of force through the airplane's center of mass (center of gravity). And this is almost invariably the case. For a meaningful analysis, forces acting on a rigid body (the airplane) are considered to create moments about its center of mass if no fixed axis of rotation is specified. In this case, the axle is not fixed as it is free (neglecting friction forces) to move in a horizontal direction. Hence, a horizontal thrust acting through the airplane's center of mass will produce no moment about the axle (fig. 1) whatever.



(Figure 1) Neglecting friction forces, f, there is no net moment produced by thrust, T, about the rear wheels



because there is none produced about Cm.



Although neglecting friction forces at the wheel is reasonable, the assumption that the thrust acts through the center of mass is not. It serves to point out, however, that it is not very useful to consider moments about the main gear axle. It might be more instructive to consider a hypothetical thrust acting on a line of force below the center of mass. This would actually create a moment assisting take-off rotation while according to Mr. Fujiis inferred mechanics the thrust would cause an opposing moment about the rear wheels (Fig. 2).



(Figure 2) Thrust below center of mass, Cln, produces moment assisting take-off rotation (a). Incorrect analysis indicates an opposing moment (b).



Though it might appear from Fig 2(a) that the rear wheels would have to sink into the runway to allow rotation about the center of mass, the same moment is felt at the rear wheels (and in fact at every point in a



rigid body) so the actual rotation, of course, occurs at the main gear. This can best be visualized, however, as rotation about the center of mass with an accompanying upward translation to accommodate the runway (Fig. 3).



(Figure 3) Rotation of aircraft is considered to be about the center of mass with accompanying vertical translation.



Considering the forces acting on the airplane, we can draw arrows through their lines of action (i.e. thrust line and landing gear reaction lines) representing the forces as has been done in the previous figures and connect these to the center of mass with perpendicular "arms" (fig. 4). The force times the length of the arm is then the moment due to that force. Cni
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(Figure 4) Major forces acting on the airplane during take-off run and their lines of action and arms. (R, goes to zero during rotation).



Moment equilibrium equation cF = aT -f bR—dRf Moment necessary for takeoff rotation cF > aT + bR



The following assumptions should be noted. Lift is considered to act through the center of mass and may be a negative quantity (in which case it would add to W). All drag forces are neglected. Two things can be readily observed in Fig. 4. First, it obviously makes no difference where a force is applied along its line of force. Thus this analysis is applicable to all aircraft whatever the location of engine and propeller. Second, it is apparent that the elevator control force, F, must create a moment strong enough to overcome the opposing moment due to thrust, T, and main gear reaction, R, if take-off rotation is to occur (R f goes to zero in the process cf rotation so F must do the job by itself). What differentiates this put her from conventional planes is the length of the arms and the effectiveness of the elevators in producing F. The rear location of the engine moves the center of mass way back, greatly reducing the length of arm (c). To get propeller ground clearance at high angles of attack on the ground, the engine is mounted high, increasing arm (a) somewhat, and the main gear is located well behind the center of (Continued on bottom of next page) SPORT AVIATION
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Finishing An All-Wood Airplane By Bill Betts, EAA 9946 P. O. Box 225, Watkinsville, Ga. 30677 EDITOR'S NOTE: Bill's Turner T-40 was featured in the October 1967 issue of SPORT AVIATION



and won a trophy for the best finish at the EAA Southwest Regional Fly-In at Georgetown, Texas, October 6 through 8; 2nd place best low-wing, first place best all-wood and first place as most popular. Congratulations, Bill. OEVERAL METHODS OF finishing an all-wood, plyO wood covered aircraft present themselves, but after looking all of them over, I decided to try the following on my tri-gear Turner T-40. After lightly sanding the complete airplane, I sprayed on two coats of polyester surfacer, thinned with acetone, sanding between coats with 200 grit wet or dry paper. After spraying the second coat, I filled all small holes, scratches, etc., with body filler. (This body filler, like the polyester surfacer, comes in several trade names—I



used Claw Plast). The entire airplane was then sanded with 200 grit wet or dry, paying special attention to the spots on which body filler was used. This is the time to really be serious about the sanding, as every little pit and scratch will show up later. At this stage, you can proceed as if the whole airplane was covered with fiberglas. I sprayed on two coats of marine sanding undercoat (for fiberglas), sanding after both coats with 300 grit wet or dry. I then sprayed on two coats of marine enamel, sanding both coats with 400 grit wet or dry. The resulting finish will look fine, but for the real "slick" finish, rub the whole deal down with polishing



DELTA WING PUSHER . . .



(Continued from page 35)



mass increasing arm (b) significantly. And finally, the fact that the elevators are not "blown" by prop wash reduces their effectiveness (Mr. Fujii's comments on the effect of their proximity to the propeller is pure speculation though this factor may indeed be important). The result of these changes is to significantly reduce the amount of take-off rotation moment, cF, which can be produced while increasing the moment which opposes rotation. This opposing moment might possibly be too great to be overcome by the maximum pitching moment produced by full up elevators. As Mr. Fujii states, reduction of power and the resultant reversal of thrust could reverse this imbalance and cause the plane to suddenly rotate if back pressure on the stick were not first released. His recommendations for recovery from this predicament, however, are fatuous, and his suggestion that such a plane is not necessarily dangerous is frightening. Such a plane is by definition uncontrollable in the situation described and as such is highly dangerous indeed. It would appear, then, that one of the problems with this type of aircraft is a lack of sufficient elevator 36
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compound, but let some time pass—about a month—before trying this. After the polishing compound, a coat of wax will tie it up. After almost a year, my airplane still looks "new", and no cracks in the finish have yet appeared. The polyester surfacer does a fine job of sealing the wood, and one of the hardening agents is cobalt methanate, widely used in preventing fungus, etc., on canvas goods exposed to moisture. A word of caution—in spraying the polyester surfacer, remember that this stuff is NOT like paint. It sets up just like the resin used in fiberglas work, and the time is directly affected by the amount of MEK used, AND THE TEMEPRATURE at the time. Therefore, don't fool around too long in getting it out of your gun and on the airplane, or you may find that you have a chunk of goo in your gun that will be there forever. Spray



acetone through the gun at once, after each use.



®



CORRECTION The August, 1967 SPORT AVIATION featured on page 18 a picture of a Pietenpol GN-1, N-4705G. The information supplied therewith is partly in error, and it should be noted that the ship, called the "Lark", was actually built by Andrew Scinkovec, EAA 4987, of 13392 Schreiber Rd. in Valleyview, Ohio. The fuselage was built from Grega plans, but the wing is standard Pietenpol although Grega made up full size drawings of it. The nose was extended to compensate for the lighter Continental A-65 rather than the landing gear moved forward. Our apologies! ®



control. It might also be pointed out that this configuration lacks the damping effect which is a by-product of the propeller slipstream acting on the elevators. In conventional craft (assuming a thrust line above the center of mass) the forward pitching moment created by the application of power is countered by increasing effectiveness of the elevators due to the slipstream and conversely a sudden reduction of power is accompanied by a reduction in elevator effectiveness. This effect reduces the danger of unexpected rotation posed by a sudden transition from propeller thrust to propeller drag (i.e. a sudden reduction in power) accompanied by up-elevator. A possible solution to the problem other than huge elevators might be a cannard configuration similar to that used on the XB-70. At speed this would give a control force with sufficient arm to produce considerable pitching moment. In any event, model and wind tunnel testing with a sharp eye on control effectiveness would seem to be mandatory for such designs. For further information, the reader is referred to the February, 1962 and November, 1963 issues of SPORT AVIATION which contain articles describing and analyzing a fatal accident involving a delta wing pusher on take-off. ®
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